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ABSTRACT 

Agrarian crisis aggravating day by day, and many farmers are committing suicide in the 

state due to heavy indebtedness, crop failure and inability to find market. There is a crying 

need for civil society initiatives and good peasant leadership is to save the peasants lives and 

livelihoods. Present paper attempts to understand the relation between leadership and 

peasant movement with special reference to peasant movement in Mandya district of 

Karnataka. Leadership is key to any movement. In fact, an effective leadership can shape the 

course of movements in terms of internalizing justifiable ideology, which can lend a 

movement a unique identity. G. Made Gowda has emerged as successful leader of peasant 

agitations in Mysore region in southern Karnataka since five decades. Issues of agitations 

under his leadership range from ‘sugar cane growers’ to ‘Cauvery river water issue’. Made 

Gowda’s leadership is not swayed by emotional factors such as hatred and violence. He 

believes and consistently followed Gandhian methods in protest movements. His simplicity 

and reliance on truth and non-violence earned him wider support from people of Mysore and 

Mandya district of Karnataka. He was elected two times for Lokasabha and four times for 

Legislative Assembly of Karnataka state. This article studies the leadership model of Made 

Gowda sustained in the six decades in the context of agrarian crisis and peasant movements. 

Methodology of this paper is blend of both secondary and primary sources. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Leadership is the art of leading others to deliberately create a result that would not have 

happened otherwise. Leadership as the leaders of a group can be organizing the troop for 

strengthening the peasant movements.  To verify all the doctrines, according to Prof 

Shek Ali, to success the leadership, the leader should possess some kind of qualities like 

courage, background, clean hand, good attitude, and social responsibility. 

According to John millet and Staglip says that leadership should acquire good personality, 

knowledge, peaceful mind and provident nature.  

Leadership is an instrument of creating the sense of movements in the mind of people.  No 

movements have become successful without leadership. General meaning of leadership is that 

to bring the people in a proper passage and to provide basic amenities to the people according 

to their aspirations.  

No leaders having the uniform qualities, spiritual leadership helps to build the society than 

sociological leadership, this is very essential for establishing the democratic political setup. 

Good leadership is that a person who is having capacity to inform and to obtain consent from 

the people.  

Where we think about the peasant leadership in Karnataka, especially Mandya district leaders 

have shown their unique features while bringing shape to the movements. Topographically 

Mandya district surrounded by Hassan, Mysore, chamaraja Nagar, Tumkur and Rama Nagar 

districts, Apart from the thirty districts in Karnataka, Mandya district has its own special 

features. In this regard, it became central in the Karnataka history. Culturally and 

educationally got special sanctity. Moreover, this district contributed specialized personalities 

to the various social strata the fields like, religious field, political arena, educational field, 

judicial setup, and bureaucratic system enriched by the immense talented human resources. 

By the sacrifice of the peasant leaders and their strong contribution to the field of formers 

movements, this district became an icon of Karnataka. 

K. V. Shankare Gowda, H. K. Veeranna Gowda, J. S. Bomme Gowda, M. K. Shivananjappa, 

S. C. Mallaiah, and S. M. Krishna are the major focussed leaders in Mandya district. Dr G. 

Made Gowda shares a line with the above-mentioned leaders. He is well known for his 

decision making, direct approach and abides the Gandhian principles in his active political 

life. He struggle always for the welfare of the people especially for peasant. 
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G. Made Gowda born on July 10
th

 1928 at Gurudevanahally, which belongs to Mandya 

district, Maddur Taluk, Chikka Arasinkere Hobli, his father was Puttegowda, mother 

Kalamma, out of which six children he is the sixth and last son of the couple. Dr G. Made 

Gowda was a former. His village mainly focuses on formers, he knows and observed the pain 

of formers from his childhood, he possess broad mind, Kind hearted, attitude of protest 

against wrongs and courage, these auditing qualities were succeeded from his father. 

G. Made Gowda completed his primary and higher secondary education from his maternal 

grand father’s home at Mandya and obtain a degree from maharaja’s college Mysore, he was 

a disciple of kuvempu and fetch a law degree in Bangalore, in his studentship he was 

participating the college elections and cultural activities, so for that the leadership qualities 

were arose during his student age. 

He started his career as an advocate, but not continued his profession. He turns his career as 

public service. His wife and children were support his public life no hurdle cause to his 

achievements and he lead a complete family life. He was participated in freedom struggle 

movements like Quit India Movement, influenced by the H. K. Veeranna Gowda and K. V. 

Shankare Gowda’s ideologies. The result of this he has felt experience of prisoner life and to 

the punishment of banishing from his area 

Where these movements influenced over Made Gowda. He initiate to organizing the people 

and institutions. Later he became a fulltime peasant leader. His leadership in peasant 

movements contributed to shaping the nature of formers movement and its strength and 

lacunas. G. Made Gowda possess Gandhian principles in his all struggles, he knows the pulse 

of the people, he is inspires the people, so for that he became a successful leader in peasant 

movements. In his leadership he is trying to redress the problems of formers in Karnataka 

generally Mandya in particular 

While struggling against Cauvery dispute, he constituted the ‘Cauvery Raitha Hita Rakshana 

Samithi’ and act impartially since beginning. He faces challenges of Cauvery injustice to the 

people of Mandya district.  He constantly and consistently raises the voice against the 

problems of formers and Cauvery issues, along with Irwin canal dispute, Varuna canal 

dispute. Dr. G. Made Gowda ignores his political status and party favouritism where injustice 

occurs to the people. He always struggle in favour of the people irrespective of their caste, 

creed, and party 
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Dr. G. Made Gowda cultivating the habit of time sense, disciplined and well-planned life, 

Simplicity and the honesty these are all the positive energy, anger is the negative energy of 

Made Gowda. He opposes the corruption, bribery and inability of bureaucrats because of he 

knows this kind of attitude will leads to havoc the system. 

According to George Bernard Shah ‘Politics is the last resort of the squandrals, this has 

became lie in Made Gowda’s political career. He had a great ambition in developing the 

represented area like Mandya district. 

At the time of telling the tale of political career about the leader, there may be seen some 

praises, but it could not disclose the promptness of the leader’s internal personality. However, 

G. made Gowda’s political career is different from other political leaders. He is not leading 

his political life for votes; his provident nature may convert his native village as Bharathi 

Nagar. He gave contribution to the education, Industry, health, religion etc. 

People were waste their time and source to seek justice in a regular court system. G Made 

Gowda found the inconvenience causes to the people from the regular judicial system. He has 

followed the Arbitral system while rendering the justice. He redresses the disputes of village 

people in front of the Shiva temple with consciousness 

For protecting the people of Mandya, he put a great effort to start the sugar factory by way of 

getting consent from the Union Industrial minister Jagjeevan Ram and struggle for provide 

license and fair price to formers crops. Not only these he given more preference to the 

constructions to the Lakes, Temples, Roads, Parks, Dharma Peeta’s, Kalyana Peeta’s, Nyaya 

Peeta’s, Swrgada Bagilu, Yathri Nivas, Kuteera, Ratha Nirmana, Mass Marriage, Sports, 

Sulabha Shouchala etc 

In the field of education, he started Bharathi School, Bharathi High School, Bharathi Job 

Oriented Institution, Bharathi Pharmacy College, Bharathi Poly Technique College, Bharathi 

First Grade College, Bharathi Residential School and preference given to the women and 

children empowerment. 

To protect the ideology of Sir M. Vishweshwaraiah ‘either destroys or to have Industry’ he 

has started Bharathi Co-Operative sugars in 1969, and also started Banking, Insurance, 

Transportation, Trade, Dairying, and co operative sectors 

CONCLUSION: 

The great leader like G Made Gowda is well known for his simplicity, honesty he is named as 

political Bheeshma and value based politician, values, ethics, social responsibilities are the 
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motto of his life. Strong and stable decision-making power, strong hold to get the 

opportunities from the government placed him as a good leader 

G Made Gowda completed thirty-five years long run in political life he has not having the 

passionate about the urban life.  His views always towards rural areas and rural based 

problems and he is a keen supporter of peasants and depressed class development and 

protection of their interest, land and river. So for that G Madegowda became as model leader 

in Karnataka peasant movements. 
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